
Jjd, BR, 	Cie Proprietaries, Aesete 	He 7/11/76 
ti 	 John Marks has n long article in today's Wxiost Outlooe section teled The CIA'e oorporata shall gemo. While it contains enormous lees specifics than is ppsaible, it hold 

some that are now to mo and la the loaesat troatmeat I've evern see on the CIA's use 
of laeyers, limiter to the proprietaries, however. 

hater, a:ter time for the deliverer of the warning paper to sloop, I'll try to 
get copies for each of you. If I cannot it will be easier for JL to have xeroxed Jae. 

that will now start the crazies yowling is the account of Bud's new partner's 
earlier partnership in a firm handlign CIA proprietary buoineas. That firm is now Bur-
well, Hansen and Manley. Manley replaced Robert AcCandleca. You may re811 he was co-
counsel with Cherles Shaffer to John tlean during Watergate. The firm is now Pensterwald 
and McCandless, moved from Bud's offices in the Christian Science -1dg to 1707 H St, I'm 
sure an address I could find in ey files with a little effort. It stile does not persuade me Bud is three no matter how easy the argument that what ho has done can be interprets d 
as serving its interests. His mind and ego vork in special ways. 

My only surprise about the assets and proprietaries is that none of thin camp out oalier. I was cued in on the nullen Co. in 1968 through address tracings. It was clear 
from theca tracings that Aullen had to have been CIA by 1960. Thirteen years before eae 
wawa and such yet to be exposed, although I've had it written for several years. Ibis 
in tuo parts the early part is in COUP and wan edited out for Frame-Up. The second part 
is in The Daimpeacheent of Richard Nixon. 

When I wanted Jim to do some address tracings for no several years ace I show©d 
him how TAD use standard directories for this purpose. In time it was when ioodstein 
failed to send me /corms of the DC city directory so I could show them how to find 
what they didn't want to find. Jie then did this for me at tho library, He carried it 
further than I needed and by thee eetablished a whole stdmegof these things. Swallows 
agencies with the air proprietaries. 1n fact, a flack fritjad of mine, whether or not in 
the servece, twice shared offices. By means of this directory examination I was able to correctly eenpoint the CIA's Washington Station and Hunt's offices there prior to his 
leaving the Agency's formal .replay. 

Marks referee to a handicraft proprietary, joselp Z. Taylor. This reminded me of MO Waif in N.O. Once she turned on and flaahed a wallet full of charge cards. 'any. She was than boasting. One wan in the name of a small company dealing in art. It was her 
boast that she made money for "them." Ordieaxtlyr 	it would not have been easy for a 21- 
year old vonan to have no many charge cards, less so in 1967(when 20) and 1968, when 
I saw them in late June or early 4uly. She than ticked off the names of other of "our" outfits in science and petrochemical "research." She also took me to an isolated ware-house area in Jefferson garish where the building were largely or entirely unmarked. I 
have pix somewhere. "Ours," she said, perhaps fabricating, at which she was proficient. 

But I do have trouble believing that without some help she could have acquired 
all those oharge cards and in the names of businesses when clearly she hadn't the money for crap. 

Reminds me also of Jonn Christian, whose VI book with Turner is due soon. At 
first I took him at Hare Morgan'e value, straight. But when he tock from Hal Verb the p.r. Hal used to do so well for no and then arranged for nothing kEs1 then ieprovised enough°. lltst he did do made ins aperehansive. The place in which he put an up. His changing of e press release I drafted told me be bad no reel news expel:lenge as ho claimed. He chimed in with what I would not say at a press conference and I had to silence him. I'll never forget the lock in hie eyes, not the rest of bin expression. to took me to two midele-aged Ivy League lawyer types who had that typical. look. He got and refused to return or pay for 5,000 copies of 0 in NO. And the ma, still not returned. He perforeed on 
nothing and kept me tied up for a a while. even tried to set no up for a fall with Sala Banks on IGO-IV news. Oh, well.... 
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The CIA's Co 
By Jahn Marks 

g'FREY A.Maniey  has his name on the door at Bur- 
t; w 	n & Manley. but he is not allowed to use 
his own firm's Xerox mac hie, The problem, according 
to Manley, Is that he doesn't have a government security 
clearance and the copier is located in a room full of clas-
sif led documents. Manley, a mustachioed young Harvard 
law graduate, observes that a closed-circuit television 
system scans the law firm's reception room in down-
town Washington and that the monitor is located in a 
part of the office he has never entered. 

These extraordinary precautions at Burwell. Hansen & 
Manley exist because the firm shares office space with 
Sm_2112eragnitganal & 'agementE.er.atM and South-
ern Capital is what is known in the intelligence trade as 
a "proprietary," It Ls, in other words, a wholly owned 
and operated subsidiary of the CIA. 

So far as is known, Southern Capital is the CIA's larg-
est remaining proprietary. Its work in managing the 
CIA's $30 million investment portfolio is so secret that 
the Agency persuaded the Senate Intelligence Commit-
tee not to press for the company's actual name, instead 
calling it "The Insurance Complex." 

For more than two decades, the CIA has made exten-
sive use of proprietaries like Southern Capital to hide op-
erations under the mantle of private enterprise. In order' 
to incorporate and run this "business" empire, the 
Agency has relied on lawyers. Washington is a city of 
lawyers. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that the local 
bar brims with lawyers who perform secret services for 
the Agency's overlapping, interlocking network of front 
companies. The trail of lawyers leads from Southern 
Capital to more than 15 recently discovered proprietar-
ies in the Washington area alone. Some have been dis-
banded; others, like Southern Capital, are still active. 

`Insurance Complex' 

SOUTHERN Capital, our starting point, takes the CIA 
straight to Wall Street. It is the investment arm of an 

assortment of proprietary financial companies, located 
mainly In foreign tax havens such as the Bahamas, Ber-
muda, the Cayman Islands and Panama. Southern Capi-
tal was created in 1962 as a front insurance company to 
provide coverage for agents and equipment involved in 
covert operations — particularly those connected to 
CIA-owned airlines. "The Insurance Complex" then 
branched out into other entrepreneurial ventures. It re-
ceived money from CIA insurance premiums, from de-
ductions taken from secret agents' pay and — at least 
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once in the past 10 years, according to a CIA budget spe-
cialist — from funds left over from the Agency's con-
gressional appropriation. 

By the late 1960s, Southern Capital had on hand be-. 
tween $25 and $30 million, which it invested in a mix of 
stocks, bonds and other securities — both foreign and 
domestic. During the early years, according to a former 
employee, investment decisions were made largely by 
the brokerage firm of Scudder, Stevens & Clark.IThere is 
no evidence that the brokerage firm knew of the CIA 
tie,) But in either 1969 or 1970, an internal CIA study con-
cluded that the Agency would receive higher profits if 
CIA experts decided what to buy and sell. A special CIA 
hoard of directors chaired by then General Counsel 
Lawrence Houston took over the selection of securities' 
for Southern Capital. 

On this committee — which was called the MB MU-
TUAL roup — sat the CIA's chief of budgetITITlie 
d ector o finance and the head of the office of eco-
nomic research. This last member was particularly im-
portant, according to an inside CIA source, because he 
enabled Southern Capital to "draw on the advice of the 
ICLA's) economic research people. Any stockbroker 
would like 300 trained experts giving advice. If it was 
not a conflict of interest, it at least should have been of-
fered to the public." 

The proprietary's best earner was Eurodollar deposits 

Marks is an associate of the' Center for National Se-
curity Studies and co-editor of "CIA File."  

made through the Morgan Guarantee Bank's Brussel; 
office with a return of 13 per cent at one point, a former 
employee recalls. After the MUTUAL committee took 
over, Southern Capital branched out from its normal 
blue chip purchases to more speculative fields, including 
short `term buys of Swiss francs and several hundred 
thousand dollars in Mexican pesos. Another source re-
ports that during the early 1970s, when the CIA was 
working secretly with ITT to keep Salvador Allende 
from power in Chile, Southern Capital owned some ITT 
stock. MUTUAL Chairman Houston told the Senate com-
mittee: "Well, a couple of times our investment advisor 
recommended a stock which I knew we had big con-
tracts with, and I told the board no, this involves a con-
flict of interest. We won't touch it." 

The net profit on Southern Capital's portfolio in 1974 
was more than $1.5 million, according to the Senate re-
port. Most of that money never found its way onto 
Southern's balance sheets, however, because it legally 
belonged to proprietary insurance asnd financial compa-
nies in overseas tax havens. Southern Capital, as a Dela-
ware corporation doing business in the District of Col-
umbia, did submit U.S.,tax returns but was under no ob-
ligation to list the money it made Tor its sister proprie-
taries. The company kept three or four lawyers busy 
fuiltime, a former Southern employee recalls. "Mr. Ev-
ans was a stickler on legality," he says. 

"Mr. Evans" is rill 	vvans  who-ran Southern 
Capital for the CI until his retirement in 1973. Evans 
extends the proprietary trail to Africa, among other 

places, and his stewardship illustrates how difficult it be-
comes to sort out the private interests of the proprietary 
managers from the "official" interests of the CIA. Ac-
cording to a former associate of Burwell, Hansen & Man-
ley, Evans not only managed the CIA's portfolio but also 
ran an in-house investment club for people working in 
the office. 

One of Evans' private law clients, a Miami man named 
Thomas It. Green,  runs a string of air companies in Flori-
da, Africa and the Caribbean. Africair, Green's holding 
company, is apparently not an outright proprietary, but 
it has done considerable business for the CIA. Marvin 
Evans now owns 15 per cent of Green's Africair;.  Green 
served on the board of directors of Southern Capital. 

One of Africair's largest subsidiaries is an African 
!lines, based in Lagos, Nigeria. According to CAB re- 

cor s, 	company makes 80 per cent of its revenues 
from a single U.S. government contract for air service to 
remote outposts In West Africa. The CIA is a major par-
ticipant in that contract, according to a State Depart-
ment official who puts its value for the year at $575,000. 
Informed CIA sources report that Pan African was set 
up in 1962 in close cooperation with the Agency and is 
considered inside the CIA to be a covert "asset." 

In 1975, Africair sought CAB approval to merge with 
Southeast Airlines, which flies in Florida and the Carib-
beararfiling, Africair noted its companies were 
making profits from their African operations at rates 
"more than adequate to cover" the losses it expected 
from Southeast. Africair received CAB approval, and  

thus profits received in large part from unpublicized 
CIA business were used to subsidize air service in Flori-
da. 

Neither Green nor Evans would return a reporter's re-
peated phone calls requesting information about the 
various intertwined relationships. Evans' phone was dis-
connected the day after the first attempt was made to 
contact him. Even a direct appeal to Africair's Washing-
ton lawyer, aasnes-Bastian (also the long-time attorney 
for the CIA's best known proprietary, Air America), ask-
ing him to seek a response froth Evans and Green pro-
duced no reply. 

Airline Connection 

T HE PAN AFRICAN Airlines set-up is not isolated. 
The CIA has used its proprietaries to establish in-

fluence over many of the world's airlines, especially in 
the Third World. To see how this is done, it is necessary 
only to follow men connected to Southern Capital. Two 
of its directors have also served on the board of a related 
proprietary known as United Business Associates. Dur-
ing the mid-1960s, UBA.--&171. o ficTiargriri811 Street 

— with at least two other CIA fronts on the same 
floor. 

A former UBA officer recalls that one of the compa-
ny's biggest operations was a deal to finance a national 
airline for Libya, then a kingdom. "Our interest was to 
lend money for the purpose of controlling the airline," 
he says. "It was to offset the communists from moving 
in." 	 See CIA, Page C4 
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The money — reportedly several million dollars — was to 
-come from other CIA proprietaries, according to the ex-of-

- tleer, and UBA had a plan to win over .the Libyan govern-
ment. "The way we set it up was like this: We had to offer 
them control over 20 per cent of the stock of the corpora- 
tion and we would lend them the money. Then we would. 
-have to put one of their natives alongside every American 
in a similar position. Talking about kickbacks, that's the 

'name of the trade over there. That's how we covered the 
men of the cabinet ... And if we ever called that note, they 
:would have taken the franchise away." 

UHA did not win the franchise, but neither did TWA.  
-which was in at least indirect competition with the Agen-
cy's UBA, having prepared a feasibility study. 

Why this great intelligence interest In airlines? 
;gen, an aviation veteran who worked with the CIA to set up 
Iran Air in the early 1950s, explains: "If I were sitting in a 

- position where I was curious about what was going on in 
- troubled areas, there are two things I would be damned. 

well interested in. The first is information. The second is 
transportation to get in and out, to get any information 
and, perhaps, to do some other air activities. You have mo-
bility. You know who and what are going in and out. You 
know who people's associates are. You are in a position to 
move your people about." 

Orvis Nelson, now 69 and still going strong, has set up 16 
airlines in his time and has run his own supplemental car-
rier. Sometimes he has cooperated with the CIA — but he 
vehemently states he has never been under the Agency's 
control. He won't state which of his airline deals involved 
the CIA. He does say, however, that U.S. government in-
volvement in foreign airlines is as great as ever. 

Some of America's commercial airlines have worked 
closely with the CIA in the past. A retired CIA operative 
with 20 years of field experience recalls, "When we wanted 
something from Pan Am, we went right to Juan Trippe" 
ithe corporation's ex-chief). In Panama, the former opera-
tive says, the Agency had a deal with Pan Am in the mid-
1950s under which CIA men could rummage through bag-
gage during transit stops. The airline even provided them 
with mechanics' overalls. 

United Business Associates bad other ways of getting in-
formation from foreign countries and planting agents in 
key places. An ex-employee remembers: "We were running 
companies all over the world as a management 'concern. 
We would hire and place a manager into a company, and 
he would then report back to us as far as the financial re-
cords were concerned. In turn, we would report back to the 
investor." The investor was the CIA. 

Similarly, in recent years the CIA has set up management 
consultant firms in the international energy field. An exec-
utive at one of Wall Street's most important investment 
banks confirms that certain consultant firms with ties to 
U.S. Intelligence win governmental and private contracts 
in the Middle East as management experts and use these 
positions to gather secret economic intelligence. The invest-
ment banker reports that this data is than passed on, at 
least in part, to American companies in a position to profit 
from it. 
• From the CIA's point of view, of course, the principal 

value of the proprietaries' penetration of international 
hitsiness comes from the knowledge and consequent lever- 

age flowing back to the Agency. It has gathered volumi- 
 information on both Americans and foreigners — in-

. formation which is preserved in orange cardboard folders, 
known as "201 files." According to a source familiar with 
the CIA's economic records, the 201 file on international 

. stock manipulator It.cihertil.escq alone is more than six 
inches thick. 

Embarrassingb  Moves 

T HE MANAGERS and employees of CIA proprietaries 
are an extremely mobile group of people, moving fre-

quently among companies and government agencies. Their 
activities must be accomplished secretly, without revealing 
CIA connections, and this requirement sometimes puts 
other government agencies in compromised positions. 

For example, in 1973 a Thai national named Puttaporn 
Khramkhruan was arrested on charges of smuggling some 
59 pounds of opium into the United States. The U.S. attor-
ney's office in Chicago was forced to drop the case because.  
the Thai was a CIA agent and the Agency was unwilling to 

. supply data in court about his background and activities. • 

... Former CIA Director William Colby told an inquiring con-
: gressional committee last year: "It was quite easy to see 

that his activity for us would be revealed in the course of -
the trial. We requested the Justice Department not to try 
him for this reason. They agreed." 	 , 

One matter that would have presumably been revealed 
at a trial was that Puttaporn was carrying out his suppos-
edly anti-drug intelligence work under the cover of a hand-
icraft business set up for him by Joseph Z. Taylor  &  Asso-
ciates. That firm was another CIA proprietary, whose cor-
porate secretary once worked for United Business Asso- 
ciates. 	 • 

The Taylor firm's work as a CIA front compromised an-
other government entity, the Agency for International De-
velopment. Then-AID Director John Hannah had an-
nounced in 1970 that AID provided no cover to the CIA any-
where in the world outside of Laos. In fact, with the appar-
ent knowledge of Hannah, the CIA's Taylor & Associates 
was then in the midst of a seven-year, million dollar effort 
to train Thailand's border police, under the cover of an AID 
contract. In 1974. Joseph Taylor himself received a high 

tate Department appointment from President Nixon. 
The CIA's protective arrangements for its proprietaries 

extend far beyond the Justice Department or AID to other 
federal agencies. The CIA has stopped audits — or started 
them — at the IRS. It has interceded successfully at the 
.highest levels of Treasury, Commerce, the CAB, the FAA 



and even the park police. It has also been able to influence 
Air Force issuance of lucrative Military Air Transport con-
tracts. 

-Lawyers who have had ties with CIA proprietaries have 
also represented well-known figures In politically charged 
cases. Before Jeffrey Manley's arrival, the covering  Bur-
well firm was known as purwell, Hansen & McCandless. 
Robert McCandless  resigned as a partner in-197.f in order to 
serve as co-counsel to John Dean in the Watergate proceed-
ings. Jeb Magruder, another key witness against Nixon, 
aides in Watergate trials, had a lawyer, James Bierbower, 
who had served as vice president of Sputhern Air Trans-
port, one of the CIA's largest air proprietaries. To complete 
the circle, Blerbower.worked out of the same offices in the 
mid-1960s as Southern Capital's Marvin Evans, and Evans 
later shared space with McCandless' firm. 

(McCandless, when queried by a reporter, claimed he had 
not known of the CIA involvement with his firm. Bier-
bower refused comment, saying he could not talk about 
clients.) 

"The lawyers lend an aura of legitimacy and protection 
in the proprietary world," an ex-CIA staff attorney notes. 
And it follows that the most prestigious lawyers afford the 
most legitimacy. The CLA has obtained the services of top-
flight lawyers, as the path from Southern Capital shows. 
Two of the firm's officers have been lawyers in the Wash- 
ington law firm of Purcell 	son. Four lawyers in Pur- 
cell & Nelson have served as directors or officers- of CIA – 
companies in at least seven instances. 

Three lawyers at another prestigious Washington firm, 
Lehoeuf , Lamb te Leiby were officers during the 60s of an- 
other proprietary, Foriign  Air Transport Development,' 
which was organized, according to D. C. corporate records, 
for "investing in foreign air carriers." Two lawyers at an- 
other downtown law firm, Johallawn. and Gerald Mafia, 
served as lawyers and officers for several CIA companies. 
The list goes on. 

The Agency apparently wanted proprietary boards that 
read like membership lists in the American establishment. 
The boards of CIA proprietaries, such as Radio Free Eu- 
rope,  Included in the 60s well-known names from the 
worlds of commerce, finance, and the media, among them: 
Richard Mellon Scaife  of the Pittsburgh banking family, 
General Motors chairman Ja es Roche, publisher John 
Hay Whitney  ex-United Frui president Tomas D. Cart,  
C.lia_president  Frank Stanton  and socialite Winston Guest. 
There were retired generals such as Le.cius-Clay_and offi-
cers of such companies as American Airlines, Interconti- 
nental Hotels, Bell Helicopters and Virginia Gentlemen dis- 
tilleries. Southern Capital's two presidents have been the 
late Henry  Koch,  who was director of financing for the 
WorIrrank's International Finance Corporation, and 
Leigh Cramer,  a retired vice president of the First National 
City Bank. 

"You're dealing with your conservative element in the 
higher price bracket, for the most part," a retired CLA man 
noted. "Even so, you've got to run Agency security checks 
on them to make sure they're not supporting every radical 
cause on the street." 

On occasion, these security investigations, which are car-
ried out without the knowledge of the person concerned, 
can have unexpected consequences. An attorney whose 
firm set up proprietaries for the CIA during the 1960s re-
calls that Agency sleuths turned up information that the 

firm's receptionist was a madam running a string of call 
girls. "The fact that our receptionist had a lot of phone calls 
was not unusual," the lawyer says, "but we were told she 
was a weak link and we ought to get rid of her." 

Taciturn Crew 

M OST OF the roughly 40 lawyers and outside directors 
contacted for this article did not want to talk about 

their involvement with the CIA — or about anything else 
for that matter. One lied about his CIA connection, but 
later admitted it. The lawyers tended to cite the attorney-
client privilege as reason for their silence, even when they 
also had served as corporate officers. A few of the lawyers 
made impassioned pleas for anonymity, arguing that reve-
lation of CIA work would do damage to their careers. 

In view of this vulnerability, why did so_many lawyers 
flock to the CIA's service? One former CIA official says the 
lawyers are drawn to proprietary work because they enjoy 
"a sense of intrigue that a lawyer doesn't get drafting a 
will." A knowledgeable lawyer cites a more practical rea-
son that might have applied to some. "Working for the CIA 
can be important in the way you impress clients. It allows 
you to say, 'I'm in here tight on important national security 
matters." 

The late Howard Hughes, whose companies held huge 
CIA contracts, apparently believed that CIA ties helped 
business. According to testimony of his former lieutenant, 
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Robert Maheu, Hughes felt that "if he ever became in-
volved in any problem with the government, it would be 
beneficial for him to be in a position of being a front." 

Money is a practical motivation for those lawyers who 
are paid according to their normal fees schedule. The most 
often cited reason for cooperation with the CIA, however, 
was patriotism. Arlington lawyer L Lee Bean explains his 
own Involvement thus: "I had polio and I happened to be 4- 
F. I tried to get into the war in a cra5r way. Then I was told 
by a dear friend of mine that, if I would work with the 
Agency, it was a way to help my country. It was the pa-

, triode thing to do, I thought. I still do ... Regardless of 
what's happened to the CIA, on the whole it's done a good 
job." 

The CIA has never had trouble getting the "front people" 
it wants. Retired General Counsel Lawrence Houston told a 
reporter that he had approached hundreds and hundreds 
of lawyers over the years and only met one who turned 
him down — and that man refused because the CIA 
wouldn't pay him enough. According to CIA sources, there 
is still no scarcity of eminent new recruits. 

Willing Recrui ts 

ONE OF this means the( there was a huge conspiracy 
N 

 
at the heart of the U.S. government or that lawyers or 

prominent establishment figures knew about illegal CIA ac-
tivities — just that hundreds, if not thousands, of promi-
nent outsiders were willing to work with the CIA. Within 
this context, the CIA was able to assemble a farflung com-
mercial empire that feeds off its own earnings as well as 
government funds. Proprietary revenues from outside the 
CIA averaged over $30 million Or year, according to the 
Senate report. That is money earned independently of Con-
gress and not reflected in the CIA budget — which Is secret 
anyhow. 

Now, according to the Senate committee report, the large 
CIA airlines have been sold off, and Southern Capital is the 
last sizable profitable front. The Senate report does not  

state, however, that the CIA has unloaded the air proprie-
taries to companies and individuals with which it has long 
been closely connected and that the Agency will almost 
certainly be able to make continued use of these world-
wide assets. 

Moreover, there is room for doubt about whether the 
Senate committee got even a close approximation of South- 
ern Capital's operations or intertwined connections. Ac- 
cording to two sources familiar with the committee's work, 
the staff conducted virtually no independent investigation, 
relying almost exclusively on records volunteered by the 
Agency. As one of the sources states with real bitterness, 
"Listen, the proprietary section of the report was done in 
the last month or two, and it was based on whatever the 
CIA told them .... The Agency wouldn't let them see, for ex- 
ample, the basic files on the air proprietaries." 	 • 

As for Southern Capital, the Senate committee did find 
that "serious questions remain as to the propriety of using 
such a mechanism to provide insurance and retirement 
benefits for Agency employees." Nevertheless, the commit-
tee recommended that the company's investment pro- 
grams be permitted to continue with some restrictions -
which the CIA had already imposed on itself. Southern Cap-
ital will no longer buy stock in American companies, and it 
reportedly will not be used in support of operational activi-
ties. 

The CIA refused, however, to answer a reporter's written 
questions on why the money currently invested by the CIA 
front cannot be put into non-controversial government' 
bonds or why its payments cannot be made through regu-
lar Agency channels instead of through corporate cover, 

The CIA has clearly not given up on Southern Capital. As 
the Senate report notes, the Agency has plans to establish 
within the Southern Capital complex several new corpo-
rate "shells" which can be "adapted to various new CIA. 
missions." 
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F LUSH Washington law offices! 
may seem far removed from, 

the grisly and often Illegal world of 
covert operations, but the CIA's pro-
prietary companies can provide a 
connection. Take the experience of 
an Arlington law firm. 

In the-  early 1960s, its senior part. 
ner, L Lee Bean, was contacted by 
an old friend from his University of 
Virginia days named Robert G. Har-, 
per. Harper worked out of offices on 
17th Street NW shared by the firm 
of Purcell & Nelson, and he secured 
the aid of Bean's firm in setting up 
two CIA proprietaries. 

One was called Zenith Technical 
Enterprises, and until 1964 it prov-
ided cover to the CIA's entire Miami 
station, which was the Agency's big-
gest installation anywhere outside of 

• Washington. Zenith Technical was 
one of over 50 proprietaries the CIA 
maintained in Florida alone for Cu-
ban operations. From behind Ze-
nith's cover, the CIA waged a secret 
war against Castro, featuring sabo-
tage, crop destruction and numerous 
assassination attempts. 

The other proprietary set up by 

Bean's firm became Anderson Secu-
rity Consultants. Inc., located first in 
Arlington and then in a low modern 
building in Springfield. Anderson's 
ostensible function was to provide 
security services to private industry, 
banks and schools, but in fact its 
main job was to serve as the hidden 
operational arm in the Washington 
area of the CIA's Office of Security. 
The Senate Intelligence Committee 
deals with Anderson Security in its . 
report, but calls it only "the Security 
Project." 

Starting In 1967, Anderson Secur-
ity tried to gather information and 
infiltrate Washington-area peace 
and civil rights groups — in order, 
the Agency later claimed, to provide 
advance warning of demonstrations 
that might threaten CIA buildings. 
Within the Agency, this domestic 
surveillance program was codej 
named "MERRIMAC." A few months 
after It began, CIA agents operating 
under it were instructed to collect 
information on who was contribut-
ing money to the targeted groups -
a far cry from protecting buildings. 

The Rockefeller Commission 

found that these MERRIMAC activi-
ties "exceeded the CIA's statutory 
authority." 

Another Arlington lawyer, who 
helped Bean set up both Anderson 
Security and Zenith Technical, ex-
plains his current feelings: "As I look 
at it now, I see the potential evils, 
but where do you draw the line? 
How do you deal with Communists? 
You have to look at the framework 
of what things were like then." 

Asked if he felt misused after cre-
ating companies involved in at-
tempted assassination and illegal do-
mestic spying, the lawyer replied, 
"Yes, very definitely. They traded 
on my patriotism. My loyalty to my 
country has been used improperly 
— all under the guise of 'we can't 
tell you anything because of the se-
crecy, but believe us, it's all for the 
good. We're the good guys; we're 
trying to help and you can help us.' I 
fell for it. I never dreamed that our 
little tiny action would end up this 
way ... We do this as lawyers every 
day, never knowing what will be 
done with the legal entities we set 
up." 	 —JOHN MARKS 


